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They probably didn’t go in about 
twice a week, and the school 
are asking why they are not 
there? So I told them, ‘I’m put 
in a position to either feed them 
or send them to school, and I 
don’t have the money to do 
both’, so I chose to feed them 
and not send them to school. 

(Elizabeth, aged 41)

Hunger and Inadequate Nutrition: 
• Limited financial resources
• Lack of food storage and cooking facilities
• Time spent travelling to and from school
• Early mornings and late evenings
• Poor appetite and changed eating habits

Normal kids would walk home and they’re 
starving.  We have to travel before we get 

home, so they are starving all the time like, 
literally, so I used to give them extra packed

lunch. 
(Deirdre, aged 47)



Some days when I send him into school he could 
be in different humours.  When I’m collecting him 
from school, a few times the teacher says to me 
that he’s falling asleep in school because he’s so 
tired.

(Sally, aged 31)

Getting her up for school 
was very hard.  She didn’t 
sleep there because she 
didn’t like that hotel; she 
thought there was a ghost 
in the corner of the room 
because there was a 
draught in the window. 

(Veronica, aged 26)

Lack of Sleep and Exhaustion 

• Early mornings and long journeys to school
• Disrupted bed-time routines
• Living ‘doubled-up’- cramped sleeping conditions
• Environmental conditions including noise



They were constantly sick, they were just really 
grey. He always had coughs and colds; they 
picked up everything in the hotel.  So, like, 
every week there was a new sickness in the 
hotel, like somebody’s child had chicken pox 
and the whole hotel would get it. There was 
hand, foot and mouth, and there was loads of 

head lice going around; it was really bad. 

(Susan, aged 25)

They’ve missed so many days 
because they are sick all the 
time.  They were getting chest 
infections and I had no doctor 
because I’d no permanent 
address. Then I couldn’t get a 
doctor because they wouldn’t 
take me on and the kids with 
medical cards.  Obviously 
they’d sent the renewal form 
to my old address, so I never 
renewed them in time and I 
couldn’t reapply for medical 
cards without a doctor. 

(Maria, aged 31) 

Health and Physical Well-being
• Disability and chronic health conditions 
• Frequent school absence arising from poor health, 

illness and infectious diseases
• Poor diet, lack of sleep and time spent travelling
• Living conditions
• Limited access to health services



We have to keep it the same, 
because their whole lives, 
everything’s there, all we’ve 
ever known is out there.  Like 
their doctors, their after-school 
groups, everything that they 
do.  That’s just the only thing 
they have left to hold on to so I 
wouldn’t take that away from 
them right now.  When they get 
to school, I think that few 
hours are the only bit of 
happiness that they do have, 
even if it’s a fight to get them 
there. 

(Elizabeth, aged 41)

He has one friend in school, like he is very hard 
socially. He is very bad with social skills and like 
he suffers hard with anxiety since we became 
homeless. I want him to be more open with his 
friends and making friends.  That is all I want 
for him right now, is to try to … be happy. To 
start like being like his own age-group and 
mixing more with the kids in school. 

(Susan, aged 25)

Mental Health and Psychological Well-being
• Shame, fear and embarrassment 
• Reduced friendship groups and participation 
• Tearful, withdrawn and clingy
• Angry, low frustration threshold and sensitive to 

perceived failure



I’m trying to drum it into their heads now because they’re young and 
hopefully it’ll sink in while they’re young, the way that we’re homeless 
now, I keep highlighting that fact, you know what I mean? 

I keep asking them, ‘Please, do your best in school.  Go as far as you can 
with your education; do not drop out, go onto college.  College will be the 
best days of your lives.  When you come out of college, you’ll be able to get 
jobs, you’ll be able to build on getting your own deposits for mortgages so 
you are never in the position that we’re in right now’.  

So I’m trying to get that all into their little heads.  I know it’s an awful lot 
for a seven and eight-year-old to take in. 

(Deirdre, aged 47)
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Attitudes to School and Educational Aspirations





School Based Supports



All aspects of the child’s educational 
experience are impacted upon.

They are so 
worried that it is 
very difficult to 
get into that 
headspace where 
they can learn

It’s like they 
gradually lose all 
interest in 
school. 

Their mental health is greatly impacted; they are 
moved around constantly and have no place to 
call home. As strong as some of these children 
are, this is a major factor in their well-being



It also meant  that we could set 
up a mentor system where an 
older  student who was 
homeless or in direct provision 
could meet up and talk to a 
younger student in a similar 
situation. 

We could figure out if we could pool together  
groups of students to meet their needs as a 
group  rather than individually so that they 
wouldn’t feel embarrassed because there were 
others in a similar situation.

What Worked? 
Having a point of contact for parents provided a safe mechanism to share information

Having access to additional learning support and receiving support from additional  agencies  to 
assist in the identification of needs 

Buddy system 



Mental health and well-being has 
continued to deteriorate. When sharing 
one room with a sibling and two adults for 
a prolonged  period of time it becomes 
very hard regardless of what is put in 
place. 

What did not work? 

 Sense of helplessness in the   face 
of the problems affecting pupils and 
their families.

 Limited Funding  - lack  of access to 
information

 Onus still on the families to travel 
into the city centre to register for 
services

 Moving families far away from the 
school 

 Deterioration  in mental          
health 

People have always come and asked you 
to write letters supporting their 
application for housing in a certain area 
but the difficulty is if you write 50 of 
those letters in the first week in 
September sure they're worthless. 



THE FUNCTION OF 
SCHOOL CHANGES

“Lack of routine, space to do 
homework, the insecurity of the 
situation, lack of proper facilities, 
place in the family (e.g. eldest child) 
all contribute to a change of focus. 

The school becomes a haven; warm, 
welcoming, stable, routines 
embedded, availability of nourishing 
food rather than a place of learning. 

The caring agenda comes to the fore 
and the academics take a back seat 
and all of these facts have an impact 
on the educational experience”



What Schools Need
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